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Abstract. Variables involved in cardiovascular regulation, such as blood flow and pressure, oxygen
concentration, are under the control of several feedback mechanisms with different dynamics. We are
interested in the short-term control of blood flow and pressure by the autonomic nervous system through
baroreceptor control loops. The aim of this article is to relate usually measured cardiovascular signals
to models of the controlled cardiovascular system. A multiple-feedback loop organisation is obtained
that can help to study the control function. Control assessment could use signal-based estimates of
associated feedback sensitivities.

Résumé. Les variables intervenant dans la régulation du système cardiovasculaire tels les débits, pressions, saturation du sang en oxygène, sont contrôlées par des mécanismes ayant différentes dynamiques.
Nous sommes intéressés par le contrôle à court terme du débit et de la pression par le système nerveux
autonome au moyen d’arcs baroréflexes. L’objectif de cet article est d’associer les signaux cardiovasculaires usuellement mesurés à des modèles du système cardiovasculaire et de son contrôle. La structure
obtenue, à plusieurs boucles de feedback, peut aider à étudier la fonction de contrôle. Les sensibilités
associées aux feedback, estimées à partir des signaux, pourraient servir à évaluer cette fonction.

Introduction
The function of the circulation is to supply tissues with oxygen, nutrients and to remove carbon dioxide
and other catabolits. The organs involved in this function are: the lungs which allow gas exchanges, the
heart which pumps blood and the vascular system which carries molecules to the tissues. Variables involved
in cardiovascular regulation, such as blood flow, blood pressure level, oxygen blood concentration, are under
the control of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). We are interested only on the short term control, about a
few minutes, of the cardiovascular system in order to understand the functioning of the ANS: its physiological
and pathological conditions. ANS controls the cardiovascular system by the sympathetic and parasympathetic
neural innervation which have an antagonistic effect on the heart. Sympathetic nerve has a slow vasoconstrictor
effect on the vessels and affects aortic and carotidien baroreceptors. Respiratory system has a central effect on
cardiovascular control since the respiratory and cardiovascular centers, in the ANS, may interact each other.
The respiratory activity has also a mechanical effect on vascular circulation by stretching and/or collapsing
pulmonary and thoracic vessels. A good autonomic function is of crucial importance for life and is of great
prognostic value in many diseases. The aim of this article is to relate cardiovascular signal analysis to models
of the cardiovascular and control systems taking into account its multiple feedback loop organisation.
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1. Cardiovascular system modelling
The cardiovascular system consists of a complex double chamber pump (the heart), pumping a complex fluid
(the blood) into complex pipes (the blood vessels) organised into vascular compartments, as shown in fig. (1).
In fig. (1), the systemic vascular system is split into three main parts evidencing the measures available by ANS
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Figure 1. Diagram of the cardiovascular system. HR (HL ) is the right (left) part of the
heart. VR (VL ) is the right (left) ventricle-volume, measured by voloreceptors (V R). We do
not know if voloreceptors are controlled by the ANS. Vascular compartments are characterised
by their volume/relative-pressure relationships Vx (∆Px ) and pressures Px or volumes Vx (x=A,
C, He, U La, U Lv, T , T LL, ap, vp). The arterial pressure PU La is measured at the upper
limbs by external devices. Px (x=A, C, T , ap, vs) are the measured blood pressure at different
points in the cardiovascular system by ANS-controlled baroreceptors (BR). We do not know if
the baroreceptor in the vs compartment is controlled by the ANS. This system is under control
of the ANS (inputs uH , uU LvR , uT LLo , uAb , uCb , uTb , uapb ), under respiratory mechanical
influence (input PP , pulmonary pressure) and under local control of blood oxygen concentration
(input [O2 ]He , [O2 ]U lv , [O2 ]T LL ). The diodes and the resistances stand for a Q = |∆P |+ /R
characteristic where ∆P is the blood pressure drop across the diode.
to control the cardiovascular system. These measures are provided by aortic n Ab , carotid nCb , low-pressure
arterial pulmonary napb , and thoracic aorta nTb baroreceptors and by stretchreceptors localised in the ventricle
walls nVR and nVL . In addition, in classical clinical studies, a non invasive measure of arterial blood pressure is
taken on the upper limb arteries by FINAPRES device or other instruments PU La .
In the following, we will develop the elements showed in fig.(1).
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1.1. Passive vascular compartment modelling
The vessels are grouped into a small number of vascular compartments (see fig.(1)). The relationship between
lumped and distributed compartment-models is useful for interpreting the coefficients of reduced models. A
distributed model of a compartment x can be taken as a on one-dimensional flow equations [15]:
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Ax is the equivalent cross-sectional area, Qx and Px the distributed blood flow and pressure, cu and λ the
coefficients of inertia and viscous terms, ρ is the blood density. In the example of boundary conditions, L x
is the compartment length. The system of equations is closed by a model of the local compliance of the
compartment wall, Ax = Ax (∆Px ), with ∆Px = Px − Pxo and Pxo the external pressure. For example, [15]
proposes this simple 3-parameters model:


Ax (∆Px ) = Axo 1 + Cxo ∆Px + Cx1 ∆Px2

(2)

Windkessel models are obtained by neglecting acceleration terms in (1) which, with (2), becomes:
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A crude approximation of (3) using only three points, leads to the reduced model where P inx , Qinx and Px , Qx
are the pressure and flow at inlet and oulet respectively:
Lx

dAx (∆Px ) dPx
A2 (∆Px )
+ Qx + x
(Px − Pinx ) = 0,
d∆Px
dt
λLx

Qinx = −

A2x (∆Px )
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(4)

The compartment lumped compliance and resistance define respectively, the blood-volume change due to a
distending-pressure change and the blood-pressure drop due to an inlet flow. They are expressed as:
Cx (∆Px ) = Lx

dAx (∆Px )
,
d∆Px

Rx (∆Px ) =

λ Lx
2
Ax (∆Px )

(5)

The usual description of the circulation leads to a clear separation between the resistance and compliance
functions of the different compartments. We recover this property noting that in large arteries and veins, the
resistance can be neglected and in arterioles, the blood volume changes can be neglected, the input pressure
being filtered by upstream vascular compartiments.
Remark that classical 2-element Windkessel lumped model of the entire vascular compartiment [14,17] can be
obtained by two compartment models (4) in series by neglecting the aortic resistance in the first compartment
and the peripheral systemic compliance in the second compartment. Similarly, the 3-element Windkessel model
[14,17] can be deduced by the series of two models (4) by taking into account the aorta resistance and neglecting
the peripheral compliance. In addition, taking into account the acceleration term in (1), the corresponding
reduced model would include the inertance term recently added to the 3-WK model [14].
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For control purposes it is convenient to represent the state of a compartment x by its output pressure, P x or
its volume Vx . We note Vx (∆P ) = Lx Ax (∆P ), so that (4) finally leads to:


d Vx
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Vx−1 (Vx ) + Pxo − Pinx = 0

3
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Pxo can be used as a perturbation input (e.g. pulmonary pressure for x = vp, . . .) or as a controlled input for
active compartments, as seen later.

1.2. Heart Modelling
A model of muscle contraction compatible with descriptions at different scales (molecular nanomotors, sarcomeres, myofibres) has been recently proposed [1, 2]. It is used in distributed models of the heart, see [13].
Supposing a cylindrical ventricle-geometry, it leads to this model of (left for the example) ventricle, useful for
studying the ANS control:
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where
• kcL and σcL are the total left ventricle muscular controlled stiffness and stress;
• εcL is the left ventricle wall strain;
• do (εcL ) is the lenght-tension relationship of the muscle fibers;
• PHL and VHL are the left ventricle pressure and volume;
• Ppv , PA and Rpv are shown in fig.(1) and RA is the blood-flow resistance in the aortic compartment;
• uH (t) is the electro-chemical command controlling the left ventricle contraction.
do (ε) appears as a mechanical gain adaptation which takes into account the Starling effect, see fig.(2): in the
do (ε)

ε

Figure 2. Mechanical command do (ε) of the heart to take into account the Starling effect.
ascending limb of the Starling curve, the more is filled the heart the more amount of blood the pump will push
out; in the descending limb the more is filled the heart the smaller amount of blood the pump will push out.
Assuming a separation of the mechanical and chemical command, we are lead to conceive a hierarchical control
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of the heart. At the upper level uH (t) is the command which is applied to guarantee a good oxygenation of the
body tissue assuming a steady filling of the heart, i.e. the controller acts as the heart pumps in a open loop
system. At the lowest level, given a central command uH (t) and the actual filling condition of the heart, do (εcL )
regulates the command uH (t) to finally have the correct heart command. Remark that, in the ventricular and
atrium walls are located stretchreceptors that can be used by the ANS to estimate this d o (εcL ) regulation.
Other models based on a time variant elastance [5] have been proposed, but, being behavioural models, their
parameters and inputs have less direct physiological meaning.

1.3. Baroreceptor Modelling
Physiology. When a change in carotid sinus (or in the aorta) arterial pressure occurs, the viscoelastic
wall, where the receptors at the nerve endings are located, is deformed. The mechano-electrical transduction
takes place in these receptors by a poorly understood coupling mechanism: pulses are sent on the baroreceptor
nerves and their firing rate, the baroreceptor activity, is changed in response to pressure change. The main
characteristics of carotid sinus baroreceptor response exhibit complex dynamics and nonlinearities:
• firing rate increases with carotid pressure;
• response curves exhibit threshold (the positive and stable equilibrium value which the firing rate approaches when no change in pressure appears) and saturation (maximum value of the firing rate) in a
sigmoidal shape and show asymmetric behaviour depending on the direction of pressure changes. The
observed sigmoidal pressure-firing rate relationship seems to be more related to the deformation-firing
rate transduction process than to the pressure-deformation transduction process;
• sufficiently fast decreases in pressure cause firing to drop even below the threshold value;
• a step change in pressure causes a step change in firing rate followed by resetting phenomenon, i.e. a
decay in firing rate towards the threshold value. Resetting is called adaptation;
• there are smooth muscles located within the adventitial smooth muscles of vessel wall which are innervated by sympathetic efferents. Stimulation of these efferents causes an increase in the baroreceptor
nerve activity, a decrease in the carotid sinus diameter and its elastic modulus. This effect is evident for
intrasinus pressure below 130 mmHg, above 130 mmHg this effect is largely reduced and it disappears
at very high intrasinus pressures;
• finally, observations indicate that the response curves for hypotensive sinus and hypertensive sinus
simply are translations to the left and right along the pressure axis, respectively, of the response curve
for normotensive sinus.
More details and baroreceptors models can be found in [7, 11, 16]. But none of these models separate the
pressure-deformation of the carotid sinus wall model from the mechano-electrical transduction in the receptors.
In fact, they describe responses to stress changes rather than to stress: they cannot be used as pressure-sensor
models. Moreover, none of them take into account the efferent sympathetic influence on baroreceptor activity,
as discussed below, even if in [7], a first step in this direction has been made. In [10] we have proposed a simple
algorithm that the SNA could use to estimate pressure from the baroreceptor activity by exploiting the presence
of a threshold in the pressure-deformation relation. This suggests the possible usefulness of the sympathetic
feedback for baroreceptor activity control.
Modelling of the pressure-deformation transduction process. The vessel wall is constituted by both
smooth muscles, collagens and elastic membrane constituting three coats: intima, media and adventitia. Thick
adventitia layer consists of a network of collagenous fibers within which smooth muscle cells are interspersed
in a parallel organisation and which encases the external elastic lamina. The special arrangement of collagen
and smooth muscle within the arterial wall forms a “jacket” which controls the distensibility of the artery. The
stretch-receptors are in the middle of the vessel wall, in fact the baroreceptor nerve terminals are located along
the media-adventitial border and in the deep layers of the adventitia of the sinus wall [7]. Similarly to [7],
we can assume that baroreceptor activity originates from: (i) collagen receptors located within the adventitial collagenous fibers, ncoll in fig.(3) (ii) elastin receptors located within the external elastic membrane, ne in
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fig.(3). In [10] it is shown that information provided by these receptors is sufficient for blood pressure transduction process. Smooth muscle receptors are not strictly necessary, therefore, they can provide complementary
information or they does not exist. Clear information about this topic is not available.
EXTERNAL
CAROTID

COMMON
CAROTID

INTERNAL
CAROTID

ne

nc
ncoll

uxb
ADVENTITIA
EXTERNAL
ELASTIC
LAMINA
MEDIA

Figure 3. Spatial arrangement of baroreceptor (bottom) within the carotid sinus wall and
their innervations, from [6, 7]. Baroreceptor activity originates from receptors linked to the
three specific wall structures [7]: elastin , collagen fibers and smooth muscles (receptors outputs
are respectively ne , ncoll , nc ). The ANS controls smooth muscle contraction by local sympathetic
efferent activity (control inputs: uxb with x = A, C, T, ap).
Elastin element and Collagen fiber models [3]. A linear model links elastin fibers strain ε e and stress σe and
an idealized stress-strain model is considered for Collagen fibers, see fig.(4):
σcoll

εcoll

−εo
−ε̄−

ε̄+

εo

Figure 4. Idealized σcoll = Hcoll (εcoll ) relationship of collagen fibers.

σe = k e ε e ,

σcolli = Hcolli (εcolli ) = kcolli |e

εcolli − εi+
τi+
− 1|+ ,

i = 1, 2 for εcolli  εo

(8)

Smooth muscle model. This model, σxb = Hxb (εx , uxb ), for baroreceptors (x = A, C, T, ap, vs, see fig.(1)) is
a version without active relaxation (uxb ≥ 0) of the contractile-element model of [1, 2], already introduced in
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paragraph 1.2 for heart modelling. For a contractile element c, this model is:

 k̇c = − (uxb + |ε̇c |) kc + kc0 uxb
σ̃˙
= − (uxb + |ε̇c |) σ̃c + kc ε̇c + σc0 uxb
 c
σc = do (εc ) (kc ξ0 + σ̃c ) + η ε̇c
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(9)

Vessel wall model. The organisation of elastin, collagen and contractile elements of fig.(5) implies, for small
deformations and wall thickness, the following relations where the parameters are constant lengths and the
elastin stiffness: σcoll1 h̄1 = σc h̄c + σcoll2 h̄coll2 and, for the inner baroreceptor pressure Pxb :

2 π σcoll1 h̄1 + σe h̄e
+ P x0
(10)
Px b =
l̄e (1 + σe /ke )
So the ANS can estimate Pxb − Px0 from the knowledge of collagen and elastin stresses, σcoll1 and σe .
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Figure 5. Model of spatial arrangement of elastin, collagen and smooth muscle elements
within the carotid sinus wall, see fig.(3). uxb is the sympathetic control of the slow and weak
smooth muscles and nxb is the firing rate recorded on the baroreceptor nerve.
Model of the deformation-firing rate transduction process. We use a simplified version of the model
proposed by Ottesen in [11] which relates intrasinus pressure to neural activity: only two firing rate ranges are
considered here to code σ̇coll1 and σ̇e . Remark that stretchreceptors are sensible to the time derivative of the
stresses:

ncoll1 (Mcoll1 −ncoll1 )
1

− τcoll
(ncoll1 − Ncoll1 )
 ṅcoll1 = κcoll1 σ̇coll1
(Mcoll1 /2)2
1
ne (Me −ne )
1
(11)
ṅe = κe σ̇e (Me /2)2 − τe (ne − Ne ), x = A, C, T, ap


nxb = κ1 ncoll1 + κ2 ne
where the ṅ’s denote the time derivatives of the firing rates n, the κ’s are constants, M the maximal firing rates,
τ the characteristic time constants describing the resetting and N the thresholds, i.e. the positive and stable
equilibrium values which the firing rates approache when no change in pressure appears. Remark that (11) has,
implicitly, all the cited characteristics of the baroreceptor response to blood pressure stimulation: asymmetric
sigmoidal shape depending on the direction of strain changes, resetting mechanisms and, finally, it does not
depend of strain value, therefore, it can be easily applied to normo-, hyper- or hypo-tensive subjects after a
transient due to the baroreceptor adaptation. Ottesen, using (11), was able to reproduce classical experimental
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findings concerning the blood pressure-baroreceptor nerve activity relationship. A question arises: if (11)
really describes the deformation-firing rate transduction process, how is it possible for the ANS to estimate the
baroreceptor inner relative-pressure, Pxb − Px0 ?
Pressure estimation by a tonic control of the weak, slow smooth muscle elements. The difficulty
of estimation comes from the absence of a reference stress. We show that such a reference is available each time
the stress goes out of the deadzone of the σ − ε collagen characteristic: for these reference-instants, the value of
σcoll1 and σe will be known. This can occur maximum once each beat, if the deadzone boundary is in the strain
range which can be a natural property or obtained by a tonic control of the weak, slow smooth muscle elements.
The reference-instants correspond to events easy to detect in the history of σ̇ coll1 (changes of the mean value).
The tonic control of smooth muscle can simply be uxb = 0, for high mean pressure values, and uxb = umax
>0
x
for low mean pressures values.
Estimation problem: Estimate collagen and elastin stresses σcoll1 (t), σe (t) (and hence Pxb − Pext ) from their
time derivatives σ̇coll1 (t), σ̇e (t).
Assumptions
• an alternance of diastolic (Ṗxb ≤ 0) and systolic (Ṗxb > 0) phases takes place. We note Tn = [tn , tn+1 ]
so that T2n will represent diastolic phases and T2n+1 systolic phases, n = 0, 1 . . .
• collagen characteristic is idealized, as shown in fig.(4), and suppose that ANS has an a priori estimation
of ke and of ε̄i (i = 1, 2), the upper limits of the deadzone;
h̄

2
σ̇coll2 ;
• σc is nearly constant, in the following we suppose σc = σ̄c ≥ 0. Then, σ̇coll1 = h̄c +coll
h̄coll2
• suppose there is always an instant in the recent past where collagen entered into the deadzone. More
precisely, noting z(n) = max {no |no ≤ n, σ̇coll1 (t2no ) < 0 and ∃t ∈ T2no , σ̇coll1 (t) = 0} we assume that
supn (n − z(n)) < +∞. In the following, we will note:


t̄2z(n) = min t|t ∈ T2z(n) , σ̇coll1 (t) = 0
∀t σ̇e (t) 6= 0 and σ̇colli (t) = 0 (i = 1, 2) ⇒ σcoll1 (t) σcoll2 (t) = 0
Properties [10]:
∀n, ∀t ∈ T2n Ṗxb (t) ≤ 0 ⇒ σ̇e (t) ≤ 0 and σ̇coll (t) ≤ 0
∀n, ∀t ∈ T2n+1 Ṗxb (t) > 0 ⇒ σ̇e (t) > 0 and σ̇coll (t) ≥ 0
Estimation of Pxb (t) − Px0 [10]. t̄2z(n) being given by (12), we have:

where
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−1

!
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Comments:
(1) The estimation of Pxb (t) − Pext is based on the detection of “buckled collagen fiber” condition during
a local diastolic phase;
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(2) The oscillating behaviour of the inside blood pressure allows intrasinus blood pressure estimation, in
steady condition blood pressure estimation will be not possible.
(3) The presence of both elastin elements and collagen fibers is needed for blood pressure estimation.
(4) Blood pressure estimation is finally very simple and needs the knowledge of ke , ε̄i+ (i = 1, 2), σ̄c and
an accurate observation of the sign of σ̇coll and the history of σ̇coll and σ̇e .
(5) Blood pressure estimation can be made by a very simple smooth muscle control law: σ̄ c = 0 or σ̄c =
σcmax > 0. By (13) we can conclude that active blood pressure estimation (σ̄c = σcmax ) is useful
only for high blood pressure values, whereas passive blood pressure estimation without smooth muscle
contraction (σ̄c = 0) can be used for low blood pressure values, using (14).
In the following, we assume that the ANS knows the blood pressures Pxb − Px0 at baroreceptor positions.

1.4. Active vascular compartment modelling
We are now interested to model an active vascular compartment, as the one shown in fig.(6). The aim is
to find a dynamical relation between the volume Vx , the pressure difference Px − Pxo and the command ux of
smooth muscles of the vascular compartment x, with x = U Lv, T T L, see fig.(1). We assume that the vascular

Px
coll1

Ax

elastin

ux
coll2

smooth
muscle

P xo

Figure 6. Simplified rheological model of a vascular compartment x. u x is the command of
smooth muscles. Pxo is an external pressure that can be considered as a constant perturbation.
Px is the blood pressure in the vascular compartment. Ax is the cross-sectional area of the
vascular compartment. Assuming a constant length of the vascular compartment l̄x , the volume
of the x vascular compartment is given by Vx = l̄x Ax .

wall structure is similar to baroreceptor wall structure, so the rheological diagram shown in fig.(6) is the same
as the one shown in fig.(5). To describe collagen, elastin and smooth muscle elements, we consider the same
stress-strain relationships introduced at paragraph 1.3.
Considering eqs. (8), (9), (10), we can write:

s

4 π Vx


εe (Vx ) =
−1



l̄e2 ¯
lx




l̄c

εcoll2 (εcx ) =
(1 + εcx ) − 1
l̄coll2


¯

l̄c
le


(1 + εe (Vx )) −
(1 + εcx ) − 1
εcoll1 (Vx , εcx ) =


l̄coll1
l̄coll1



h̄coll2
 σ (V , ε ) = h̄coll1 H
Hcoll2 (εcoll2 (εcx ))
x cx
cx
coll1 (εcoll1 (Vx , εcx )) −
h̄c
h̄c
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Finally, a dynamic model of the active Windkessel compartment has four state variables: k cx , σ̃cx , εcx , Vx .
Considering Pin and Qx as inputs of the model (6), the active compartment model is:

k̇cx



˙ cx

σ̃





 ε̇cx











= − (ux + |ε̇cx |) kcx + kcxo ux
= − (ux + |ε̇cx |) σ̃cx + kcx ε̇cx + σcxo ux
1
(do (εcx ) (kcx ξ0 + σ̃cx ) − σcx(Vx , εcx ))
=
ηx
V2
V̇x
= −Qx − x3 (∆Px (Vx , εcx ) − Pin + Pxo )
λl̄x
h̄
H
(ε
(V , ε )) + ke h̄e εe (Vx )
where ∆Px (Vx , εcx ) = 2 π coll1 coll1 coll1 x cx
l̄e (1 + εe (Vx ))

(15)

Vx2
(∆Px (Vx , εcx ) − Pin + Pxo ).
λ l̄x3
Remark the similitude between the heart model (7) and this active vascular compartment model (15).
if Qinx is given instead of Pinx , we can use Qin =

2. Cardiovascular short-term control modelling
2.1. Local control of vascular smooth muscles
There is a local control of cross-sectional area-pressure relation as is well known in physiology [4]. We
expressed it as a feedback law, see fig. (7):
ux = uxR − αx [O2 ]x

x = U Lv, T LL

(16)

The reference value, uxR , for smooth muscle command in the vascular compartment x is provided by the α
vascular compartment

x
+
−

P xo

Px

ux
−
+

[O2 ]

[O2 ]x
αx

u xR

Figure 7. Functional diagram of the interaction between local and central control of vascular
smooth muscle in a vascular compartment x.
sympathetic efferent nerves of the ANS. Locally, this set-point can be corrected or not to get a good supply of
oxygen to working muscles.

2.2. Beat-to-beat estimation of aortic blood flow
We relate the time-average of the aortic blood-flow QA to discrete-time cardiovascular variables showing a
possible discrete-time feedback loop for the control of aortic blood flow compatible with the discrete-time nature
of pressure measurements. Using results of paragraphs 1.1, 1.2, we have:
(

|PH −PA |
|Pvp −PHL |+
− RA (PLA −PA+)
V̇L =
Rvp
o
QA = −CA (PA − PAo ) ṖA + |V̇L |−

We use here the definitions of compliance and resistance. For example, CA (∆PA ) = CAo + CA1 ∆PA .
Assumptions:

(17)
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Figure 8. Idealised pressure curves in the left ventricle PHL and in the ascending aorta PA .
The cardiac cycle is split into systolic and diastolic phases.
• an alternation of blood ejection (V̇L < 0) and heart relaxation, filling and iso-volumic contraction
(V̇L ≥ 0) phases takes place on intervals Im = [tm , tm+1 ] (m = 0, 1, . . . ): I2m represents the m-th heart
ejection, I2m+1 represents the m-th heart relaxation, filling and iso-volumic contraction phase;
• we assume, and physiologicaly have, that ∀t, Pvp (t) < PA (t), i.e. blood pressure in the pulmonary
venous compartment is always smaller than the pressure in the ascending aorta compartment;
Notations:
• HRm = 1/(t2m − t2m−2 ), m-th instantaneous heart rate;
• PADm = PA (t2m ), m-th aortic diastolic pressure;
• PAEm = PA (t2m+1 ), aortic pressure at the end of the m-th heart ejection;
• VADm = VA (t2m ), blood volume in the ascending aorta compartment at the end of the m-th isovolumetric
phase;
• VAEm = VA (t2m+1 ), blood volume in the ascending aorta compartment at the end of the m-th ejection;
• VLDm = VL (t2m ), left ventricular volume at the end of the m-th isovolumetric phase;
• VLEm = VL (t2m+1 ), left ventricular volume at the end of the m-th ejection.
Z t2m
def
Then, Q̄Am = HRm
QA (t) dt is given by (easy to prove):
t2m−2

Q̄Am = HRm

nh

i
o
CA(PADm−1 − PAo ) PADm−1 − CA(PADm − PAo ) PADm + VLDm−1 − VLEm−1

(18)

2.3. Feedbacks in cardiovascular short-term control

ANS regulates blood flow and arterial blood pressure in a multi-input multi-output control loop organisation,
see fig.(9). Sympathetic us and parasympathetic uv have an antagonistic effect on the heart by uH input.
Sympathetic component us has a slow vasoconstrictor effect on the vessels by uxR input where x stands for a
general active vascular compartment. In addition, us affects baroreceptors by uAb , uCb , uTb and uapb where Ab
stands for aortic, Cb carotidien, Tb thoracic aorta and apb low pressure baroreceptors. Respiratory activity has
a mechanical effect on vascular circulation by pulmonary pressure PP which stretches and collapses pulmonary
and thoracic vessels. We can describe the control of the cardiovascular system in the standard form of a
physical feedback system, as illustrated in fig.(9). The aortic, carotid, thoracic aorta, low pressure and vena
cava baroreceptor are the pressure sensors which generate the afferent neural information n Ab , nCb , nTb , napb
and nvs . Ventricula voloreceptors are the volume receptors which generate nVL and nVR . We can assume that
ANS can estimate the aortic (PA ), carotidian (PC ), thoracic aorta PT and pulmonary blood pressure Pap as
shown in the paragraph 1.3. In our point of view, the ANS may regulate blood flow in the different parts of
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Figure 9. Diagram of the feedback control loop in the cardiovascular system. ANS controls
this system by the sympathetic and parasympathetic neural innervation, u s and uv . uH is the
heart contraction command. uxR is the blood-vessel-constriction command, where x stands for
a generic vascular compartment. us affects baroreceptors by uAb , uCb , uTb and uapb where Ab
stands for aortic, Cb carotidien, Tb thoracic aorta and apb low pressure baroreceptors. Respiratory system has both a central and mechanical effect on cardiovascular control. Mechanical
effect is function of the pulmonary pressure Pp . PA , PC , Pap , PT , Pvs are the aortic, carotidian, pulmonary, thoracic aortic and vena cava blood-pressures. V L and VR are the left and
right ventricular volumes.

the cardiovascular system, in the head as well as in the general systemic part, maintaining a particular sensible
blood pressure, i.e. in the head, the lungs and the ascending aorta, within normal limits (Pxmin ≤ Px ≤ Pxmax ,
x=A, C, P) to avoid tissue damages and vessel collapses. In fact, blood flow could be estimated by afferent
information, see paragraph 2.2, and the ANS could control effectors in order to maintain small the difference
between the estimated blood flow and the reference value.
The study of control laws is under current research. A proportional control law, for example, could model
the mechano-chemical heart control in a distributed structure:
X
X

uH,n+1 = − αA eQA n −
βx PxS − Pxmax + −
γx Pxmin − PxS +




x=A,P
x=A,P

αC
S
uU LVR,n+1 = −
(∆PC − ∆PCR ) + βC PC − PCmax + − γC PCmin − PCS +

RC



 uT LLR,n+1 = − αT (∆PT − ∆PTR ) + βT PTS − PTmax − γT PTmin − PTS
+
+
RT

(19)
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where ∆Px = PA − Px . The command un+1 could control the cardiac function regulating the aortic blood flow
and to maintain pressure in the aorta and in the lungs within normal limits. Remark that the ANS by the
knowledge of PA (t) and VL (t) can estimate the error of blood flow regulation eQAn in a beat-to-beat basis, cf.
(18). Blood flow in the different blood compartments could be regulated by uU LVn+1 and uT LLn+1 , which in
fact control the pressure difference in the vascular system and, obviously, this coincide to regulate blood flow.
We can find classical “negative” and “positive” feedback results:
Negative feedback and pressure control in the cardiovascular control system. The stimulation of
the aortic (PA ) and the carotid baroreceptors (PC ) induces a vagal activation, see (19), sympathetic inhibition,
bradycardia, diminished cardiac contractive force, vasodilatation on the vessels and a fall in mean blood pressure
revealing a multi-input multi-output blood pressure control feedback in the cardiovascular system.
Positive feedback and flow control in the cardiovascular control system. Malliani and co-workers,
stretching the thoracic aorta (PT ), produced a significant increase in both heart rate and blood pressure,
revealing a positive reflex [8, 12]. In our point of view, the function of the heart is to pump the blood into the
vascular system and the blood flow depends on the pressure difference between ventricular and aortic pressure
(usually called the after-load). It is likely that the function of the stretch receptors in the thoracic aorta is to
measure the pressure against which the heart has to pump the blood. Then the role of the positive feedback
is to control the heart function in order to maintain the blood flow into the vascular system. Therefore, it is
obvious that stretching the thoracic aorta can induce reflex changes opposite to those which would be obtained
by stretching a carotid sinus [9]. By (19), an increase in PT yields to an increase in uT LLR,n+1 trigging off a
vasoconstriction in the trunk and lower limbs vascular compartment. In conclusion, assuming that ANS controls
the blood flow in the cardiovascular system we are able to explain the apparently contradictory results of these
two experiences.

3. Conclusions and Perspectives
The decentralised structure of the controller begins to be understood. Cardiovascular modelling leads to
the definition of several baroreflex control loops and to a time-discrete approach for the estimation of their
sensitivities. So far, only the blood pressure-RR baroreflex control loop has been widely investigated, neglecting
the others. In fact, several non invasive signals of the cardiovascular system are nowadays availables: EKG
(electrocardiographic signal); peripheral blood pressure (by FINAPRESS for example); photo-plethysmography
by which it is possible to estimate local vascular volume; impedance-plethysmography and echocardiography by
which it is possible to estimate cardiac output; oronasal thermistor, thoracic and abdominal movement sensors
can be used to estimate the respiratory flow and volume. We believe that further model-based analysis of the
available signals could allow the proper definition and estimation of other baroreflexes regulating stroke volume,
peripheral resistance and compliance. The analysis of these baroreflexes can provide further and complementary
information on ANS control of cardiovascular system in many real-life conditions.
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